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Abstract: The current study seeks to examine the learning outcomes of an ESP course projectintended for MA students of Management and Human Resources. The project’s aim is to cre-ate learning opportunities that are perceived as relevant by students in terms of progressin language pro iciency, ield subject knowledge, developing professional skills, and personalgrowth. The main priority is to integrate the current Business English course curriculum (C1)with real-life tasks in real-life settings that are considered authentic and relevant enough toincrease student engagement and motivation in learning. The presented study examines theaffective learning outcomes (students’ perceptions of the project assignment bene its and theexperience of doing research), cognitive outcomes (students’ perceptions of the language andsubject knowledge growth), and behavioural ones (skills and engagement). The project eval-uation results will be used to enhance students’ satisfaction with the ESP course and improvethe project assignment and its procedures.
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IntroductionThe current study seeks to evaluate the learning outcomes of the innovated En-glish for Speci ic Purposes (ESP) course intended for MA students of Manage-ment and Human Resources. The innovations are informed by the existing body ofempirical studies in ESP/EFL. We draw on those concepts underlying the coursedesign aiming to create the learning opportunities that are perceived by studentsas relevant in terms of progress in language pro iciency, ield subject knowledge,developing professional skills, and personal growth. In this aspect, the currentstudy is a practical example of a curriculum evaluation based on needs analysis(NA), as it has been proposed by Zenker et al. (2022)We decided to address this aim by designing a course project that will engagestudents in doing a qualitative study on management issues in companies relatedto their working experience. The main priority was to integrate the Business En-glish curriculum (C1) with real-life tasks in real-life settings that are consideredauthentic and relevant enough to increase student engagement, and to create op-portunities to use C1 language.The presented study examines the affective outcomes (students’ perceptions ofthe course project bene its and the experience of doing research), cognitive out-comes (knowledge both in language and subject knowledge), and behavioural
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ones (skills and engagement) of the course project assignment. Data were col-lected by doing a content analysis of the students’ diaries, presentations of theirprojects, written reports, and a short survey after the completion of the project.The results of the course evaluation will be used for making improvements to theproject assignment and its procedures to enhance the students’ satisfaction withthe ESP course.
1 ESP and course designAs it has been noted many times, teaching ESP courses is a challenging task forESP practitioners, especially when teaching homogenous groups of advanced stu-dents, already well into their studies, within the framework of their specialistdiscipline (Dudley-Evans & St John, 1998; Robinson, 1991). First, the course de-sign must meet the specialist needs of these students by getting them involvedin activities that re lect their future job tasks. In doing so, it is essential to usetopics that are perceived by students as relevant (Hyland, 2021). In other words,methodology in highly specialized ESP teaching contexts must re lect the disci-plinary methodology and its genre speci ications (Dudley-Evans, 2000). Accordingto Ding et al. (2017), this has a signi icant impact on the role of the ESP teacher.Usually far from being disciplinary experts, ESP teachers become language con-sultants for students who already have their own expertise in the subject matter.Second, the course must be designed to increase student motivation and engage-ment in language tasks. For example, both Hans & Hans (2015) and Hyland (2021)have found that the more the course content is integrated around disciplinary top-ics, the more the students are motivated to engage in classroom practices as theycan make use of them for both purposes – improving their language performanceand increasing knowledge of the disciplinary content. This, however, doesn’t meanthat ESP materials should be a parallel to the main disciplinary subjects as thesewould be seen by students as boring copies of the texts (e.g. What is 4 P’s inmarketing) and not bringing anything new to develop their specialist knowledge.Dudley-Evans (2000) believes that they should always include some new perspec-tives, taking it beyond the regular and expected content, or integrating the topicwith other disciplines that differ from the major specialization.On the other hand, if students are not career-oriented, or not interested be-cause the course is compulsory on the timetable, Navickienė et al. (2015) andRodrı́guez-Peñarroja (2022) recommend focusing on less speci ic work so as tonot demotivate them by too speci ic work. When both groups with extremely dif-ferent needs happen to be in the same course, the teacher needs to look for waysto satisfy opposite expectations by inding some common ground.
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Third, there is an ongoing debate about the appropriate proportion of the carriercontent and the real content in ESP courses. Disciplinary topics (carrier content)are vehicles to present language in context (real content). Sometimes both con-tents are so intertwined that is hard to ind much difference, such as in writingskills, namely CVs, company communication, reports, or business proposals. Thatis why some ESP courses are based on the CLIL methodology, which sees the car-rier content as a priority (e.g. Arnó-Macià & Mancho-Barés, 2015) and the focuson practicing lexis, language patterns, and skills in CLIL courses is dedicated tolanguage-related episodes (LREs) (e.g. Smit & Finker, 2022).Lastly, due to the aforementioned issues, there is no wonder that it is rarely easyto ind an ESP textbook that can satisfy all the course objectives, especially in theHE environment, as it has been noticed by many textbook researchers or design-ers (e.g. Swales, 1980; or more recently in the Czech and Slovak HE context: Peck-ová, 2021; Sulovská, 2016; Václavı́k, 2017). There are multiple reasons that makea textbook design a challenge. Quite recently, the need for multimodal literaciesin the ESP course design has been highlighted by Hafner and Miller (2019) whohave been advocating for courses that leave textbooks behind and engage studentsin project-based learning that integrate language, content and skills developmentthrough multimedia channels of the meaning-making. In this perspective Pastia(2013, p. 392) suggests that:
On the whole, the rapid pace of change from print-based to multimodal representations of informa-tion urges an immediate response from language educators. First and foremost, this requires the willto re-conceptualize past practices, which should not necessarily be completely abandoned. It should,however, be acknowledged that implementing multimodal ESP practice is timely for learners who arenow surrounded by a technology-saturated and an image-rich environment.According to this statement, it does not mean that all coursework must be basedon the variety of tech-based materials. Innovation may lie in the way how mate-rials are used in the classroom and what skills they develop.

2 Authentic assessments and project-based-learningFrom a practical perspective, this may also leave a teacher with no other choicethan use authentic materials to create meaningful learning opportunities. It is truethat authenticity as a notion is slightly fuzzy. It can refer to the use of unsimpli iedor genuine texts that were made for other purposes than language teaching, but itcan also refer to the text’s perceived relevance for the reader (Rets et al., 2022).According to Oliver (2015), a task that is to be perceived as authentic must bedesigned with a strong degree of proximity that re lects a professional environ-ment that allows students to deal with linguistic, professional, and cultural chal-lenges. Creating such a learning environment can then increase student engage-ment in classroom practices. This also means that the student’s motivation to put
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increased efforts into learning and strive for excellent results is a demonstrationof the deep approach to learning (Biggs and Tang, 2011; James and Cassidy, 2018;Mičı́nová, 2022). In addition, such a course design allows aligning methods oflearning with the methods of assessment while disagreement between them leadsto low satisfaction and lack of interest in learning (the so-called “surface approachto learning”). Most studies agree that authentic assessments have a signi icantimpact on the students’ course satisfaction, motivation, and promoting behaviour.For example, Larmer et al. (2015) highlight that authentic tasks provide opportu-nities to learn practices, behaviours, and skills that are required in the student’sfuture professional careers, which has a positive effect on their engagement andcourse satisfaction.There is a great variety of authentic tasks and authentic assessments, with courseprojects being just one of many of them (Sridharan & Mustard, 2015). Vogler etal. (2018) describe project-based learning as an authentic environment that en-ables the application of the acquired subject matter to real-life problems, whichincreases students’ willingness to engage more actively in solving the task. In ad-dition, project-based learning is also a natural environment for the developmentof industry and professional skills, including so-called soft skills, such as team-work skills. Evaluation of perceptions of project work is, however, often carriedout by teachers themselves as part of re lective practice. Diaries re lecting theprogress and attitudes of students in the course of the project are frequent tools ofthis evaluation. These self-assessment tools have the advantage that they describelearning processes in detail, but also capture changes in attitudes and acquiredexperience. They are a source of knowledge not only for the student but alsofor the teacher to improve the design of the teaching tool. The analysis of thesediary entries together with the evaluation questionnaires show that the majorityof students respond very favourably to project-oriented teaching. Harmer (2014)explains that students perceive that they are learning in a way that allows themto better prepare for the demands of the labour market, which, in effect, increasestheir willingness to spend a greater amount time and effort in completing project-based tasks.There is plenty of evidence that project-based learning is what students appre-ciate and see as a way to improve their language and other skills (Affandi &Sukyadi, 2016; Frank et al., 2003; Kavlu, 2020; Wahyudin, 2016), but as it hasbeen noted by Vogler et al. (2018) almost all of them are simulations. The “real”real-life projects in ESP courses are a rarity unlike disciplinary projects that areabundant in business studies – and these are of particular interest to this arti-cle. For designing the research project that is to be examined in this article wetook inspiration, for example, from Helms (2014). She conducted a ConscientiousConsumerism Project in an Undergraduate Quality Management Class that askedstudents to go out and started writing complaints of poor service or a defective
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product, approach the responsible company’s manager and then design solutionsfor better staff practices. Another project conducted by Finch and Salzarulo (2011)asked students to ind solutions to the problem of a car dealership failing torespond to real customers’ complaints. Both projects received high appreciationfrom their participants who enjoyed working on tasks that were regarded rele-vant for their language development and professional growth while taking themoutside of class and dealing with problems that occur in the daily workings ofbusiness professionals.As we have seen, tailoring language learning in ESP courses to meet students’needs requires more than just the use of authentic disciplinary-based materialswhich are studied in the class. Creating authentic tasks should also mean that weset up an authentic setting that enables students to engage with the professionalpractice and prepare relevant learning artifacts helping them to feel like they arealready a part of the living business experience.
3 The rationale for the course projectWith the aim to increase students’ satisfaction with the compulsory C1 ESP 4-termcourse for students of Management in Aviation and Human resources and theirengagement we designed a project that integrates syllabus content with problem-solving scenarios while incorporating language skills and the range of lexis andgrammatical structures that are prescribed for C1 level while keeping in mindfrequent criticisms that some types of spoken assessments (including high-stakesexams) do not provide opportunities to demonstrate skills at C1 level due to lowlevel of complexity of the selected task and topic (Hulstijn, 2007).That is why we proposed innovation in learning and assessment practices byintroducing a semester inquiry-based project. The topic was the resolution ofa given con lict situation in the company based on a ictitious case study (adaptedfrom Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 301–304). First, students individually studied thecase, and then in teams discussed the reasons based on their own major subjectknowledge and proposed possible scenarios and solutions, including an assess-ment of the impact on the management structure and decision-making process.Second, they conducted an inquiry in the company of their choice (usually wherethey were working part-time) by interviewing their immediate manager (usuallya line manager). They presented him/her with a ictitious case study, and ask fortheir analysis of the causes, proposed solutions, and experience in solving similarcon licts in their managerial position. Third, the students processed the resultsinto a report, presented it in the class, and discussed the indings under the facili-tation of the teacher who moderated the discussion to point out unattended issuesand invited students to question the presented proposals. In the end, we asked
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students to write a brief research report and a self-re lection on their projectexperience.
3.1 MethodsTo study the learning outcomes proposed by the extent of literature and reportedby the aforementioned empirical studies we utilised the concept of design-basedresearch that is suitable to examine the effects of classroom practices innovationsto evaluate student and teacher satisfaction and ef iciency of learning/teaching(Anderson et al., 2012). This research method works as a cycle that re lects thelearning/teaching process. First, it addresses a problem, then proposes severalsolutions, tests them, makes improvements to the classroom practices, re lects onthem, and makes generalizations.To evaluate the learning outcomes of the project, we asked students to writea self-re lection diary to capture their subjective perceptions of how they pro-cessed the project, and its bene its including their own attitudes. Based on thecontent analysis of the students’ diaries we designed a short survey to geta clearer picture of the students’ perceived experiences and views. In addition,we did a content analysis of the classroom presentations and research reports toind out to what extent they provided opportunities for using a C1 language incomplex communicative situations.
3.2 SamplingThe course project took place in the academic year 2022/2023 in an ESP class forstudents of Human Resources (n = 32) and Management of Aviation Businesses(n = 26) (both MA degrees). The total number of participants was 58 (32 and 26respectively). 58 participants submitted their research in the form of a presenta-tion, written report, and a diary to pass the course requirements while only 54participants illed in a survey during the inal class session. Data on participants’learning outcomes were collected by means of a 14-item questionnaire which wasadministered after the project was completed. Participants were asked to rate ona 5-point Likert scale (strongly agree-strongly disagree) the extent to which eachitem represented their view in engaging in the ESP research project.
4 Project assignment – proceduresThese are the following steps in conducting the student research project. Step 1includes a project assignment and an analysis of a given case study from a com-pany context.
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4.1 A case study analysis (Step 1)Somewhere in the Czech Republic, a middle-sized aircraft spare parts supplier and aircraft servicing com-pany is struggling for pro itability. Spare parts, imported fromEurope, or bothAmericas, are expensive andnumerous. The company offers a full range of spare parts such as avionics and navigation equipment, ro-tatable components, engine accessories, actuation systems, hydraulics, pneumatics, landing gear, wheels,brake systems, APUs, etc., but only some of them are manufactured in the company’s factory while themajority is not on-the-shelf inventory. Thismeans that some customer requests cannot be satis iedwithina reasonable time because deliveries may vary according to the particular manufacturer or supplier.The company is run by a general manager, to whom three functional managers report: one for sales, onefor manufacturing and servicing, and one for inance and personnel. The total workforce is about 250.Theworking climate in the irm is oftendisturbedby con licts between the salesmanager and themanufac-turing and servicing manager. The manufacturing and servicing manager has only one interest in main-taining a smooth delivery process with minimal delays. He prefers grouping orders into larger batchesthat he can it within one or two stable and veri ied suppliers from abroad. Rare models of aircraft thatrequire untypical spare parts are dif icult to obtain, which is a nuisance as this requires extra time andeffort. There are also problems with longer delivery dates which add to the total time that is spent onhandling a particular order. Themanufacturing and servicingmanager view these orders as slowing downdeliveries and lowering the inancial performance and productivity.The sales manager tries to satisfy every customer because they operate in a highly competitive envi-ronment. Aircraft operators always push on the earliest dates and lowest prices. Some orders are verysmall and unlikely pro itable, but the sales manager hates to say no because the customer might go toa competitor, spread the word of mouth that the company is not able to satisfy special demands, and alsohe hopes that positive feedback would bring more orders in the future or more prominent clients. He alsopromises customers tomake the delivery on almost impossible dates, which creates extra pressure on theservicing and supplies team. The worst are rush orders – emergencies that play havoc with the alreadyagreed-upon servicing plan. As a result of this, staff are often asked to work overtime or over weekends tomeet the deadlines.As a result of this, there are frequent disagreements between the two managers over whether a certainrush order or special order should be taken into servicing or not. The con lict is not limited to the depart-ment heads: servicing personnel publicly questions the competence of the sales manager and vice versa.In the company cafeteria, the servicing workers and salespeople never sit together, although they haveknown each other for years
4.2 Individual student analysis and classroom feedback (Step 2)Step 2 includes two questions to be answered irst individually, then discussed inthe class under the guidance of the teacher.
Task 1 What is the main problem in this case study?

Task 2 How would you solve it if you were one of the managers, or the general manager
himself/herself?
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4.3 Doing a deeper analysis – using the theoretical framework (Step 3)In Step 3 the students were presented with three different solutions based oncultural differences as presented by Hofstede et al. (2010, p. 304). According tohim, company solutions are in luenced by national preferences, which is whythe French see the company as “the pyramid of the people”, the Germans as“the well-oiled machine”, and the British as “the market village”. These culturally-rooted concepts are believed to have a profound impact on company practices anddecision-making processes. The students were asked to read the following analy-sis of the problem and make comparisons with their previous solutions whereverrelevant.This story describes a banal problem of a kind that occurs regularly in all types of organizations. As withmost organizational problems, it has both structural andhumanaspects. Thepeople involved react accord-ing to their mindset. Part of this mindset consists of people’s ideas about what an organization should belike. Organizing always requires answering two questions: 1) who has the power to decide what? and 2)what rules or procedures will be followed to attain the desired ends? The answer to the irst question isin luencedby cultural normsof powerdistance; the answer to the secondquestion is in luencedby culturalnorms about dealing with uncertainty or rather avoiding uncertainty. There are two more dimensions:individualism and masculinity, but these affect mainly the thinking about people in organizations, ratherthan about organizations themselves (taken from Hofstede & Hofstede, 2010, p. 301–303).In one study (Stevens, 1973), students of the MBA programme were asked to analyse this problem, andnot surprisingly their solutions grouped quite similarly around their nationalities.The majority of the French students diagnosed the case as negligence by the general manager to whomthe two department heads reported. The solution preferred by the French was for the opponents to takethe con lict to their common boss, who would issue orders to settle such dilemmas in the future. Stevensinterpreted the implicit organization model of the French as a “pyramid of people” (p. 103).The majority of the Germans understood the case as a lack of structure. The scope of responsibility of thecon licting managers had never been laid down. The solution was to establish procedures such as callinga consultant, nominating a task force, and asking the common boss. The Germans saw an organizationideally as a “well-oiledmachine” (p. 104) inwhichmanagement intervention is limited to exceptional casesbecause the rules should settle all daily problems.The majority of the British diagnosed the case as a human relations problem. The two department headswere poor negotiators, and their skills in this respect should be developed by sending them to a manage-ment course, preferably together. The implicit model of an organization is a “village market” (p. 105) inwhich neither hierarchy nor rules but rather the demands of the situation determine what will happen.These results coincidewith the indings received by Hofstede (1964) who studiedmanagers’ responses topower distance, individualism/collectivism, masculinity/femininity, and uncertainty avoidance as dimen-sions of country cultures. His results agreed quite well with similar studies (e.g. Mintzberg, 1993). Peoplewith international business experience have con irmed many times over that French organizations doconcentrate authority more, Germans ones do need more structure, and people in British ones do believemore in resolving problems ad hoc.
Task 3 Decide if any of your views agree with the aforementioned solutions. Which
models do you agree with more that would lead to the improvement of the situation?
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4.4 Conducting one’s own research (Step 4)The students were asked to interview one or two close managers from their work.They described the problem set given in the Project Assignment and asked abouttheir view on the possible solution. Then they gave them three options describedabove (Step 3) and asked for their re lection. Finally, they asked if they couldprovide any examples of managerial con licts from their own practice. In the class,they reported the summary of the manager’s views, their examples and one’s ownre lection on the solutions. This was done irst in small groups to allow maximumof autonomy and time for speaking and practicing C1 language (presenting theindings, discussing opposing views, giving additional or contradicting evidenceand argument, and reaching a inal solution). Then all the indings were sum-marized with the whole classroom while the students were taking notes so theycould write a inal report (around 650 words) and present a short inal presenta-tion (max. 10 minutes) with the following structure.
Company’s info: name, type of industry, portfolio of products or services, size, manage-
rial structure, short history, economic performance if available

Summary of the manager’s views and examples of their own managerial con licts

Summary of the student’s analysis compared with the team’s and class analyses.

5 Results and interpretationsThe analysis of the student’s perceptions of the overall contribution of the ESPcourse project to learning revealed some interesting indings, some of them moreexpected, some of them less. First, we will analyse and interpret the learningoutcomes, i.e. the cognitive, affective, and behavioural ones. The data is takenfrom the students’ self-reports validated by the teacher’s observation notes andthe content analysis of the students’ artifact performance (i.e. written reports andpresentations). Data from the self-reports together with the teacher’s observations(mainly what was missing in the students’ reports) were clustered to create itemsfor a survey to evaluate the course project and propose changes. First, we willdiscuss the data from the students’ self-reports.
5.1 Analysis of the learning outcomes from the students’ self-reportsThe ESP course was conducted mainly to increase student satisfaction with thecontent of the course and its classroom practices. We tried to increase studentengagement and give opportunities to practice knowledge and skills relevant totheir future career while challenging them with problem-based learning and doingresearch in authentic settings through the use of C1 language. Now we will deal
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with the individual results of the study in the four categories of learning outcomesand illustrate them with samples of data (given in italics).The category of cognitive learning outcomes as perceived in students’ self-reportsshows a surprising lack of comments regarding language learning. None of therespondents made an effort to re lect on the language opportunities despite thefact that the project was run as part of the English course. Nevertheless, othercognitive outcomes include an improvement in understanding management is-sues more deeply and obtaining interesting experiences about real-life problemsolutions that appeared quite often. As intended, the majority of reports includepositive comments in terms of the newly gained knowledge, such as:
I found this study to be very up-to-date considering that nowadays many goods are
in short supply and people have to wait a long time for their delivery. It was also
interesting to talk to someone who has experience with similar problems and listen
to his opinion. It was surprising to ind out that he is dealing with such con licts
only too often.

It was surprising to ind out how much of the theory can be found in this case
study. I would like to ind out more about different company cultures and national
priorities. I had no idea about those differences. It was a great idea to do a project
on company cultures.

The most important inding for me was the understanding that every situation can
have different solutions – sometimes leading to the same successful solution – but
the type of company, in the industry is what in luences the optimal choices most.The category of affective learning outcomes includes perceptions of the bene its ofthe project. Students’ attitudes to the project are in general quite positive, sayingthat it helped them to ind increased con idence in learning, to overcome uncer-tainties, to enjoy sharing results with others and learning from others.
It was interesting to ind out that my views agreed with those of my manager with
9 years of experience. I realized that I came up with the right solution.

First, I felt upset about the task, I mean to interview my boss, it’s like stepping out
of my comfort zone, but in the end I felt really good about the way how I ran the
interview and described the results. When I was sharing them with my classmates,
I felt proud because I brought a very different perspective of the problem, which
was later approved by our teacher. I’m grateful that my manager took her time
and explained the problem in depth and came up with a brilliant solution.

The most interesting part of the project came at the end when we were comparing
different solutions and similar problems in the class. I learned about so many
different types of companies and their problems. It was really practical.
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It was amazing to hear about the experience of so many managers. I think it’s the
best way how to learn about company management – not from the books. It was
exciting – it’s a better way of learning for me.The affective learning outcomes are sometimes intertwined with the behaviouralones, especially when students relate to their engagement in class and team dis-cussions when sharing their results and learning from others. The engagementseemed to include even work settings and students’ relationship to their man-agers.
It was very interesting to ind out about the problems in the company I’m working
for, about the priorities, tensions, delivery problems. I didn’t know about them.

Thanks to the interview I could talk to my manager about things we have never
spoken, about her problems, about con licts with other managers. I now feel closer
to her, and if I had a problem, I wouldn’t have a problem to talk to her.Many students noticed the difference in learning processes when compared tomore traditional ones, such as reading articles. They also appreciated learning thatfeels more relevant for their future, or when they become part of the learningprocess.
It was a change from routine. Instead of reading a article, or do some listening
activity, we did something on our own, and it was fun. And I learned so much useful
information. Now I understand how the job of a manager is challenging. And I’m
not afraid of this future career because I ind it very entertaining – it’s not anything
but boring.

I hadn’t known about Hofstede’s concept of cultural dimensions and I think it’s very
practical and applicable because it explains many problems and their reasons.Another surprising outcome that relates to the behavioural outcomes is the abilityto conduct an interview, which seems to be a new skill that is considered dif icultand to give a presentation which is considered easier because the content hadbeen approved within the team and class discussions.
I also learned a lot from the experience of running an interview, I had to concen-
trate on her words, on the facts and come up with other questions quickly to ind
out more.

I hate giving a presentation. I feel like all eyes are on me, and if I say something
stupid, they will laugh. This time it was easier because I could try it out in our
small team and see if people agree.
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What came rather unexpected was the overall limited range of self-reports, usuallybetween 100–150 words. We asked students to re lect on their feelings, dif icul-ties, and views of the presented case and theory, but they wrote mainly abouttheir indings, and the re lection itself came at the end of the text, and was veryshort. The majority of the students wrote something between 1–3 sentences, say-ing very little about the way how they went about doing the project, thus givinga very limited view of the issues they might have been dealing with. It seemedlike students didn’t have a clear idea of what to write. In fact, one student wrotethis:
The biggest problem with this self-re lection diary is that I don’t know what you
want to hear. What’s the point of this?The manifestation of a lack of ability to re lect on one’s own work and its resultsseems to be a worrying one. It can also indicate that students are not possiblytrained to re lect on their learning processes in other ield classes. They are usedto being given an assessment of their performance by a teacher, but they rarelyassess one’s performance or one’s feelings and attitudes. This led us to designa short survey to ind out more details about the students’ perceptions to examinetheir scope and relevance for future changes to the project assignment.

5.2 Results and interpretation of the questionnaireData on participants’ learning outcomes were collected by means of a 14-itemquestionnaire which was administered after the project was completed. Partici-pants were asked to rate on a 5-point Likert scale (strongly agree-strongly dis-agree) the extent to which each item represented their view in engaging in theESP research project. The questionnaire was divided into four parts as it is in-dicated in Table 1. Three of them correspond to different types of learning out-comes, with the last part measuring the overall student satisfaction with theproject.Items 1–4 evaluate cognitive outcomes in terms of knowledge gains in handlingmanagerial con licts (1), perceived relevance for current or future careers (2, 3),and the experience of conducting an interview (4). The majority of students seethe project as useful by increasing their con idence in understanding managerialproblems. They also appreciate the opportunity to learn how to run an interviewand analyse its results.Items 5–7 explore behaviour outcomes in terms of student engagement and mo-tivation. Again, the majority of students believe that the project-based form oflearning is engaging because they feel interested in sharing work-related expe-riences and taking part in class discussions.
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Items 8–11 examine affective outcomes mainly concerning students’ views on theproject’s contribution to the development of their language skills which showedunrepresented in the conducted analysis of self-reports. It proved that studentssee the project-related communicative situation as bene icial as it created oppor-tunities for meaningful language practice.Items 12–14 look into the overall satisfaction with the class project. Again, themajority of participants indicate high levels of satisfaction, with some students,however, not feeling engaged. This inding can be partly attributed to the numberof students who reported that they would like to do some of the traditional lan-guage activities. This section of the questionnaire also proved another presump-tion that arose from self-reports. Most students struggle with self-re lection andhave very little idea of what it needs.To conclude, data from the questionnaire brought a more substantial veri icationfor the indings that rose from self-reports. An overall impression of the researchproject was positive. There are several considerations for the future modi icationof the project assignment, but we will discuss them in greater detail in the partof the article.
6 Discussion of results and interpretationIn reference to Table 1, it seems that doing an authentic research project withstudents is an enjoyable task that provides a range of opportunities to enhancelearning, increase student motivation, and develop skills that are perceived asrelevant for the student’s future career. Doing research that requires studentsto leave class and enter the world of business by interviewing members of themanagement on problems that lower the company’s ef iciency is simply somethingthat matters. So, it is not surprising that the project assignment resulted in higherengagement and satisfaction with its content.Another group of indings belongs to the level of language performance that thetask completion required from students as observed and analysed by the teacher.Both tasks (written reports and class presentations) showed students’ ability toperform highly complex tasks in English, which at the same time required ad-vanced specialist vocabulary, grammatical and syntactical structures, ability tocomply with genre speci ications (writing a report, giving a presentation), engag-ing in discussions with a high level of uncertainty (creating hypotheses, makingassumptions, refuting ideas, using evidence). This was done irst in small groupsto allow maximum autonomy and time for speaking and practicing C1 language(presenting the indings, discussing opposing views, giving additional or contra-dicting evidence and argument, and reaching a inal solution).
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Tab. 1: Students’ percep ons of the PBL’s effects on learning outcomes (N = 54)

Item Statement Strongly
agree

Partly
agree

I don’t know/
Not relevant

Partly
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Co
gn

i
ve

ou
tc
om

es

1 Now I understand be er how
company problems can be
solved.

19 31 3 1

2 I’m sure I will use some of the
newly gained experience in my
future career.

38 9 4 3

3 It helped me to find out more
about the background of the
company I’m working at and to
understand my managers’
responsibili es.

41 5 2 6

4 I learned how to conduct an
interview and analyse its results.

26 21 3 1 3

Be
ha

vi
ou

ro
ut
co
m
es 5 I learned a lot of new interes ng

experience from my classmates.
26 23 1 4

6 Sharing experience with my
classmates made me listen more
carefully.

23 24 1 6

7 I enjoyed sharing my results with
others because I had something
interes ng to say.

21 27 1 5

Aff
ec

ve
ou

tc
om

es

8 I saw team discussions as a good
opportunity to prac ce
speaking.

26 21 3 4

9 Giving the final presenta on to
the class was easier because
I had been given feedback from
my team and the teacher.

12 16 6 12 8

10 Transla ng the summary of my
respondent’s answers was
a good prac ce of this skill.

18 28 3 1 3

Pr
oj
ec
ts
a

sfa
c

on

11 The biggest problem was the
self-reflec on. I didn’t know
what to write about.

22 17 1 9 5

12 Apart from the project, I’d rather
do more tradi onal vocabulary
and grammar prac ce in English.

16 14 6 12 6

13 The project was a nice change
from the rou ne of language
learning (reading ar cles, doing
exercises).

23 26 4 2

14 I see no point in doing a project
like this in English classes.

6 2 1 6 39

Source: Author
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The most satisfying part of the project was the preliminary group discussions andreports from interviews. It felt really authentic as the students got involved inmaking their point when they reported the results of their interviews becausethey were talking about the personally relevant and well-known business environ-ment. They showed engagement when other classmates were listening carefully,and pride because they were able to express their meaning – sometimes explain-ing complicated relations, warning about other issues, or giving an example tosupport their point. It felt like that whole class was in a meeting where some ofthe most burning issues are being analysed and possible solutions created. Unliketraditional language learning tasks that ask students to read an article, listen toa podcast, or watch a video (even if they are taken from the media and deal withcurrent topics), the atmosphere in the class was buzzing with activity, interest,and commitment. This means that the authenticity of materials’ origin in languagelearning is outweighed by the authenticity of relevance for the individual learner.The combination of language learning with the performance of real-life tasks, likesolving a managerial problem in this case enhances engagement only when thetask itself is seen as relevant by the learner himself/herself.This case study opened some of the less attended issues, such as lack of focuson self-re lection skills not only in terms of language performance but also skillsgenerally belonging to task completion. Another less satisfying part of the projectwas the inal presentations. Their quality was good, but the class didn’t seem tobe interested – possibly because students had already learned about the interviewresults in the preliminary class discussions. So, the question remains whether tokeep this format of the inal presentations for the sake of practicing presentationskills or to look at other ways how to share the inal project results.The results of this study have a number of limitations mainly due to the size ofthe sample (58/54) and the academic context of a MA degree programme, butwe are convinced that the used methodology allows us to make the aforemen-tioned generalisations. We have avoided the main drawback of many studies men-tioned in this article as cited by Vogler et al. (2018). In fact, many studies lag inmethodology, using one research tool only, popular self-reporting questionnairesor interviews, or not providing enough details about their data and sampling. Toovercome these shortcomings, we tried to provide a more complex range of dataso that we could compare them and verify their meaning, validity, and reliabil-ity. Despite our efforts, we advise that our inal interpretations should be onlyapplicable in a similar higher education context, i.e. with students of a similarield subject, personal maturity, and professional experience. In the future, wewill use the collection of the student case studies in further teaching as a toolto activate student engagement, and provide an authentic material for a specialistvocabulary and grammar practice, thus easing the problematic nature of teachingESP courses.
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7 ConclusionThe current study sought to evaluate the learning outcomes of the innovated En-glish for Speci ic Purposes (ESP) course intended for MA students of Managementand Human Resources. The innovations were informed by the extant body ofempirical studies in ESP/EFL. We drew on those concepts underlying the coursedesign aiming to create such learning opportunities that are perceived by studentsas relevant in terms of progress in language pro iciency, ield subject knowledge,developing professional skills, and personal growth.We decided to address this aim by designing a course project that engaged stu-dents in doing a qualitative study on management issues in companies related totheir working experience. The main priority was to integrate the Business Englishcurriculum (C1) with real-life tasks in real-life settings that are considered au-thentic and relevant enough to increase student engagement, and motivation, andto create opportunities to use C1 language.Doing an authentic research project with students provided a range of opportuni-ties to enhance learning, increase student motivation, and develop skills that areperceived as relevant for the student’s future career. Doing research that requiresstudents to leave class and enter the world of business by interviewing membersof the management on problems that lower the company’s ef iciency is simplysomething that matters and results in higher engagement and satisfaction withthe authentic content of language learning because it is regarded as personallyand professionally relevant.Creating a project assignment that is built on problem-solving in a real-life set-ting is a highly complex task. As such it requires students to use advanced spe-cialist vocabulary, grammatical and syntactical structures, ability to comply withgenre speci ications, and engage in discussions with a high level of uncertainty,e.g. create hypotheses, make assumptions, refute ideas, or use evidence. This alsoallows the teacher to make a more objective assessment of the learner’s lan-guage performance than traditional tasks that lack authenticity. Only such authen-tic tasks allow the teacher to examine C1 language performance in its appropri-ate forms, such as presenting indings, discussing opposing views, giving addi-tional evidence, contradicting an argument, or reaching a inal agreement. Thisstudy is also a contribution to the shift of the higher education language learningand teaching practices toward greater language content relevance and authenticlearner needs.
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